
The Stratal Structure of Kuria Morphological Tone

Marlo et al. (2015) claim that Kuria verbal tone morphology undermines two central phonologi-
cal locality principles, the assumption that rules/constraints may specify maximally two distinct
phonological objects, and the stratal organization of morphophonology into stems, words and
phrases, where later strata don’t have access to the internal structure of previous ones (‘Bracket
Erasure’). Sande and Jenks (2018) turn this claim into an argument for a new model of the
morphosyntax-phonology interface which erases the separation between phonology and mor-
phology and abandons standard locality domains in favor of syntactic phases, ’Cophonology
by Phase’. In this talk, I show that these conclusions are premature: The Kuria data follow
naturally from a local autosegmental phonology account couched in Stratal Optimality Theory.
Data: The Bantu language Kuria marks verbal TAM paradigms on stems by tone patterns of a
single H-tone span, starting on the 1st stem-µ in the focused untimed past (1-a) on the 2nd mora
in the past progressive, on the third in the remote future (1-c), and the 4th in the inceptive (1-d),
spreading in all cases to the penultimate mora of the phrase (all data from Marlo et al. 2015,
note that verbs don’t have distinctive underlying tones in the language):
(1) a. µ1 n-to-o-[hóótóótér-a] b. µ2 n-to-oka-[hoótóótér-a]

Foc-1pl-TA-[reassure]-FV Foc-1pl-TA-[reassure]-FV
‘we have reassured’ ‘we have been reassuring’

c. µ3 n-to-re-[hootóótér-a] d. µ4 n-to-ra-[hootoótér-a]
Foc-1pl-TA-[reassure]-FV Foc-1pl-TA-[reassure]-FV
‘we will reassure’ ‘we are about to reassure’

Exacerbating the problem that rules or constraint enforcing the remote future and remote pat-
terns (1-c,d) seem to require the power to refer to more than two phonological objects simul-
taneously, thus crucially violating standard restrictions on phonological locality (Hayes 1995,
Hewitt and Prince 1989, Buckley 2009), Kuria also seems to disregard standard morphosyntac-

tic locality domains of phonological processes, stems, words, and phrases. If verb stems are too
short to accommodate the required position of a mora counting tone pattern and the verb has an
object, the domain for the start of the H-tone span extends to the object as shown in (2) for the
inceptive:

(2) a. µ4 to-ra-[rom-a eGétÓÓkE] b. µ4 to-ra-[ry-a eGetétÓÓkE]
Foc-1pl-TA-[bite]-FV banana Foc-1pl-TA-[eat]-FV banana
‘we are about to bite a banana’ ‘we are about to eat a banana’

The Reanalysis: relies exhaustively on standard autosegmental representations (Goldsmith
1976, Yip 2002) and Stratal Optimality (Kiparsky 2000, 2015, Bermúdez-Otero 2018), a com-
bination implying that floating tones can be ‘inherited’ across strata (Clements 1984, Hyman
and Ngunga 1994, Paschen 2018). Following Cammenga (2004) (see also Mtenje 1987, on
Chichewa), I assume that stem-initial H-tones are underlyingly simple H-tone a�xes, whereas
patterns with later H-tones have morphemic tonal melodies with additional leading L-tones.
Thus the tonal remote future morpheme is L L H and the inceptive L L L H. As a consequence,
with verb stems of su�cient length, the high tones emerge on 3rd and 4th moras without any
explicit counting. Crucially, this account also predicts that in the case of shorter stems only low
tones are associated and that the remaining tones may stay floating at the right edge of the verb.
Under the assumption that the stem-level and word-level phonology preserve floating tones at
the right edges these survive to the phrase level where they may then be associated preserving
the apparent mora count since both L- and H-tones are transferred:



(3) Stem Level:
ro ma

L L L H

! ro ma

L L L H

Phrase Level:
ro ma e Ge tO

L L L H

! ro ma e Ge tO

L L L H

In the stem-level OT-grammar, the survival of tones is governed by the three constraints Max H
(‘Don’t delete underlying H-tones’), *Delink (‘An underlyingly associated tone may not surface
without association’), and Max Float (‘An underlyingly floating tone must be associated in the
output’), ranked in this order. These constraints conspire to the e↵ect that melodic tones tend
to survive and overwrite underlying L-tones, whereas the latter delete under the pressure of
incoming melodic tones.
Apparent Problems: Marlo et al. object against a tone melody analysis that Kuria has oth-
erwise little evidence for L-tones, but in fact this seems just to reflect the general situation in
‘L-less’ Bantu tone languages, where typically L-tone e↵ects emerge at least in some segment
of the system (see e.g. Hyman and Byarushengo 1984 on Haya, Ebarb 2014 on Idakho, and
Jones 2014 on Kinande). This is a situation to be expected in Stratal OT, where L-tones cannot
be excluded a priori due to Richness of the Base, but might be systematically disadvantaged by
constraint rankings in one or more strata. Marlo et al. (2015) further claim that a tone melody
analysis of µ-counting is empirically untenable since words may have H-tones on the left of
melodic tones showing R-spreading spreading up to the H of the melodic H-tone or even two
simultaneous H-tones as in (4), where µ4 is the inceptive and µ1 a melody triggered by the
3pl-prefix.

(4) Ba-ra-[káraaNgá] ‘they are about to fry’
3pl-TA-[fry]-FV

In fact, these data provide crucial support for combining autosegmental and stratal account:
all melodic H-tones cooccurring with TAM stem-melodic Hs originate outside the stem do-
main, hence they are inserted and associated at the word level, when stem-level tones such as
the inceptive are already in place. Due to high-ranked *Delink and Max Float, inceptive L-
tones are then deleted to give place to word-level melody tones. The word-level phonology
also provides indirect evidence for a further central assumption of stratal phonology questioned
by Marlo et al., Bracket Erasure. That floating stem-level tones remain floating at the word
stratum whereas floating word-level tones associate can be derived directly by the constraint
*NoTautomorphemicDocking (Wolf 2005, 2007) under the natural assumption that Bracket Era-
sure transforms complex stems into objects which are equivalent to atomic units. i.e. single
morphemes for constraint evaluation at the word level.
Additional Arguments for the Stratal Analysis: Apart from allowing to maintain well moti-
vated locality principles, the stratal reanalysis also obviates morpheme-specific and especially
unnatural rules or constraints such as the 4th-mora constraint for the inceptive assumed by
Sande and Jenks (2018), which incorrectly predicts (since morpheme-specific phonological
constraints in Cophonologies also have the potential to hold in languages across the board) the
existence of predictable pitch-accent systems with 4th-mora accent. The stratal account further
predicts correctly that it is impossible that a word-level tone shows up inside (to the right) of a
stem-level tone, a pattern that could be easily captured in the construction-phonology approach
of Sande & Jenks.


